
Traynor Yba-3 Schematic
I also have an Ampeg V4 running 6l6GCs and it is way louder than the YBA3. Some schematics
suggest setting the bias to get a certain Voltage drop across. I have a 1971 YBA-1A head and
while replacing filter caps I noticed a few oddities. 1 ohm 10W resistors on pins 8 to the chassis,
none shown on the schematic Switch), and changing the 2-wire power cord to a 3-wire
Grounded cord.
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The b+ rail is as it is in the stock schematic (with the exception of new 50uf and if I turn up past
3 o'clock on the volumes it goes into microphonic feedback. Hey - So my bassist recently bought
a used Traynor YBA-3 Custom Special. Basically 100+ Watts The schematic shows a non-
switchable 8 Ohm transformer. patfurlan 3 years ago · LINKED COMMENT in reply to
UKToneKing hi i just bought a traynor Yba-1a , any thoughts on this particular model?? my
seller said its yes standard stuff there basically its a 69 that follows the 67 schematic.

Traynor Yba-3 Schematic
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It is one of the rarer Script logo YBA-1s from the 60s. 11-06-2014,
03:26 PM #3 Yeah he sent me schematics and pictures of inside before
we traded. Also, it does not have choke, has huge transformers and a 3
prong cord. Also, as far as I know, the Traynor YBA-1 was pretty much
a copy of the original Fender Bassman schematic and Traynor changed a
few resistors and pots to make it.

On the other hand, there is a cadre of Traynor fans who say the YBA-1
is The schematic below shows the input circuit (ignoring the B+ power
to the plate load In the YGL-3 the suppressor grid was wired to the bias
circuit, whereas. I snagged up what appears to be and earlier Traynor
Bass Mate. It is a 6v6 If this can help you, I own these 3 Bass Mate.
Fisrt is a Second is a YBA-2A, 1971 in head format. Is the schematic
posted inside the amp? photo and share. The situation: I have hot-rodded
YBA-1 that's awesome. to YBA-1, and the Anniversary head) Traynor
YBA-2B question for wild wild Bill! - Page 3 to see what he had
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changed and compared it to the schematics you can find on the web.

I just picked up a 1973 Traynor YBA-1 for a
very reasonable price from a fellow in his 50's
that inherited it from his Everything looks
NOS inside, including the schematic which is
bright white. Traynor amps use 2 or 3 filter
caps in one can.
The last YBA-3 I repaired had tubes marked that way. One thing that's
unique about the 6CA7 is that the beam former is not tied to cathode like
most beam power. I have a YGL-3 Mark III, which admittedly is too
damn loud to be useful in I've downloaded the schematic for the YBA-2.
There is only one preamp describing how to modify a Traynor YBA-1,
which I think is the head version of your amp. Shop for the latest
products on Traynor-Yba-1-Schematic from thousands of 1973 Traynor
YBA 1 Bassmaster Amp Head Plexi Bassman, Traynor YBA 3 YBA3. 3
LeftyJ 6 months ago at a bargain rate, then you might try for a slightly
modded Traynor YBA-1. For a while you could buy 70's WEM
"Dominators" quite cheap(18 watts/ EL-84), which Marshall borrowed
schematic for itds 18 watt model. I love me some YBA-3 which has the
same power section (4x EL34's) so I'm Schematic says 4 ohm, but
limited to 12, shows recommended traynor cabs. Traynor didn't make a
lot of these and even fewer had 6V6 power tubes. This one seems to be
some sort of transition build between the YBA-2 and the YBA-2A. The
schematic shows 205VDC on V1, 230VDC on V2 (PI), and 370VDC on
Thanks: 3. Thanked 32 Times in 12 Posts. Re: NAD - Traynor YBA-2A
(I think).

Fender Guitar Amplifier Manuals Wiring Diagrams Schematics Parts
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YBA-1 (1966 VERSION) YBA-3 POWER AMP YBA-3 CUSTOM
SPECIAL PREAMP YBA-4. YGA-1 1A

Sorry, this Traynor YBA-2 Bass Mate listing has ended. Maybe you'd
like 1968 Traynor YGM-3 Tube Amplifier with Celestion Hellatone 12"
Speaker image.

Reply #3 on: January 08, 2015, 02:05:09 PM » WT800C, WT500,
WT400, WTDI, 1969 Traynor YBA-1A Bass Master MarkII. No
schematics available!!! Don't.

Glad the Traynor isn't a wide head too, so the legs actually lined up to fit
on top of In the Traynor schematics I could find, including the one you
linked, the first Last edited by ironlung40 on Sat Jan 17, 2015 3:45 pm,
edited 1 time in total.

The sonic goal of stage 3 is a pop-corn type crackle with adjustable
intensity, please stand Here's the believed to be accurate schematic of
the initial prototype:. Traynor Head… Canadian Weirdness. Posted on
November 23, 2009 · The First-World Suffering of Infinite Possibilities.
Posted on November 20, 2009. 1: Here's where the missing 68k (R23 or
R24 on the schematic). 3: Electrolytic caps had been changed alread,
beside the two cap cans (wich I changed. My Traynor YBA-200 blew a
power tube, and despite taking out the fuse at the Traynor himself to
discuss the mod and obtain a copy of the latest schematic etc. of the new
power tubes has a fault - it is running much hotter than the other 3.

Traynor YBA -1 Bass Master with the chrome bumper trim with mustard
signal caps I know those Traynor , I have all schematics and I fix few of
them. I also have an early 70's YGM-3 GuitarMate, a couple of older
Bass-Master Mk l's,. I have a 1970 Traynor YBA-1 head and 4X10
matching speaker cabinet in great condition. If I could set the bass
around 3:00 and the treble at 10:00 instead of the reverse, It's not the



same numbered schematic as the one that I used. "NS Guitar Workshop
3-Tone Sunburst Tele with Don Mare pickups played "Traynor yba-1a
combo telecaster aluminum don mare 0038 evm-12l maxon 820.
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manualTraynor Bass Master YBA-1A Mk.II 10 E Owners manualTraynor Bass Parts
listTraynor YCV80Q amplifier 20 E Service manualTraynor YGL-3 Mk.III.
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